
RESENSIES - REVIEWS 

Redaksionele Nota: 
Die Redaksie wil nie graag die 

volume tydskrifruimte vergroot 
wat vandag, met heelwat oor
vleueling, reeds in die wereld se 
klassieke tydskrifte aan resensies 
gewy word nie. Nogtans is dit die 
taak van 'n Suid-Afrikaanse tyd
skrif om resente werke oor die 
Klassieke, deur Suid-Afrikaners 
of in Suid-Afrika gepubliseer, deur 
resensies onder die aandag van 
landgenote en die breer kring van 
vakkundiges te bring. Met hierdie 
bepaalde doel voor oe is dus 'n 
resensie-rubriek in Acta Classica 
ingerig. 

Editorial Note: 
The Editors would not like to 

increase the amount of space that 
is already being devoted, with 
much overlapping, to reviews in 
in the world's classical periodicals. 
Nevertheless it is incumbent on a 
South African periodical to bring 
to the notice of fellow countrymen 
and of scholars here and abroad 
reviews of recent work on the 
Classics published by South 
Africans or in South Africa. With 
this specific purpose a review sec
tion has therefore been introduced 
in Acta Classica. 

Nicolas C. Conomis: Notes on the Fragments ofLycurgus (Klio, Band 39, 
1961) 

Of the 15 speeches which passed current in antiquity under the name of 
Lycurgus, who appears as the dominant figure in Athenian public life 
between 338 and his death in 324, only one, Against Leocrates, has come 
down to us entire. Leocrates, it was alleged, had fled the city in the panic 
caused by the news of Chaeronea and was impeached for treason by 
Lycurgus. By what chance the Leocrates, which seems to have been neither 
the most important nor the most quoted of the speeches, was saved from 
sharing the fate of the others, we can only speculate: Mr. Conomis offers a 
tentative explanation. It is necessarily our most connected piece of evidence, 
which the fragments serve to supplement, for matters connected with 
Lycurgus' style. 

'The so-called fragments of Lycurgus,' Mr. Conomis points out, 'are in 
fact mere quotations mentioned chiefly by grammarians and lexicographers 
... selected for purposes quite other than that of informing later generations 
about the subject-matter of the orator's speeches or supplying the precise 
text of the passages they happened to quote ... By far the ~reater part of 
these quotations is preserved in Harpocration's Lexicon of the Ten Orators, 
on which later lexicographers depended ... Doubt, contamination, and 
corruption abound.' 
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A question to be settled at the outset concerns the number of the speeches 
-15 or 14? The decision in this matter seems to turn mainly on whether a 
certain title (IV. Defence against Demades on the Accounts) represents one 
speech or two. Mr. Conomis follows Blass in regarding it as referring to 
one speech (different from I. In defence of his Policy) and so brings 13 to 
examination, to which he appends a collection of unapacrTJ!lll 'derived 
from authors who never arrived at particular speeches themselves but quoted 
from what they found mentioned in their sources'. 

A rough classification of the 13 may be given at this point. The three 
which bear more especially on Lycurgus' public administration are I. In 
defence of his Policy, IV. Defence against Demades on the Accounts, and 
V. On his Financial Administration; the subjects of VI. On the Priestess, 
VII. On the Priesthood, and especially XII. On the Oracles, are more or less 
obscure but reflect Lycurgus' zeal in religious matters; the remaining seven 
are concerned with the prosecution of individuals on various charges. Of 
these, III. Against Autolycus has much in common, in its circumstances, 
with the Leocrates. IX. Against Cephisodotus on the Honour to Demades, 
recalls Aeschines Against Ctesiphon or Demosthenes On the Crown. Lysicles 
(XI) had been in command of the Athenian forces at Chaeronea. Against 
Menesaechmus or the De/ian Speech (XIII) probably bore on some infringe
ment of ritual connected with the cult of Apollo at Delos. 

After title and speech have been correlated, the real work of an editor 
may be said to begin. What was the date of the speech? what (in the case 
of a prosecution) was the actual charge? what was the special type of judicial 
process involved-evoct~ls, ypacpi] (npooocrias? &.crc~ctlls? u~pcros ?) or 
dcranaA.ia, which last Lycurgus seems to have favoured? Two cases, VI 
and VII, would presumably have been otaotKacrim. Mr. Conomis notes a 
distinction between &.noA.oyia and unoA.oytcr!l6s, the former being a specific 
term in opposition to K!l't"TJ'YOPia, while the latter had a more general 
meaning and did not reply to a specific charge, and he discusses the implica
tions of \j/EUocnpacpi] and ~o6A.cucrts in the matter of state debtors. An 
interesting technical term comes to light in II. Against Aristogeiton
X.tA.wucr9at = X.tA.i!ls ocpA.ctv. 

Chief interest, for some of the public enterprises of Lycurgus, 'whose 
post practically included the functions of a minister of public works' (Bury) 
-his restoration of the Theatre of Dionysus and his naval improvements
attaches to I. In defence of his Policy. The evidence for the restoration of 
the theatre is assembled by Mr. Conomis (after Pickard-Cambridge) and 
touches the question, on which archaeologists are. not agreed, of what part 
of the existing remains dates from the time of Lycurgus, the difference of 
opinion being probably due, in some measure, to the somewhat different 
language of the testimonia-(•<'> eta-rpov) cpKOOO!lTJCJE, E~TJp(-ctp)yacra-ro, 
i:na-rtA.acrav. In this connection he discusses the meaning of EoroA.tal;;atv 
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and tKptouv, the former of which he considers refers to the provision of 
marble seats, the latter to wooden benches. He follows this with some 
discussion of a still unresolved anopia: 'EKa't6J.lm:8os;-no8ov in relation to 
the Parthenon, and of the strict meaning of vcffipta and vcfficrotKOt. 
In V. On his Financial Administration Mr. Conomis calls attention to what 
he describes as an important law, ascribed to a certain Epicrates but 
presumably backed by Lycurgus, relating to the Athenian E<pTJPcia, which 
'made the institution public and compulsory, its primary aim being military 
training'. 

A feature of the fragments is the emergence of a considerable number of 
words which would be said to be outside the vocabulary of the ordinary 
Greek scholar. They are associated mainly with articles of temple gear and 
with religious ritual and provide a field for etymological speculation which 
Mr. Conomis takes every opportunity of exploring. Typical in this connec
tion is his discussion of aiyis;, 'goatskin')( alyis;, 'storm wind', prompted 
by atyi8cs; (V), which is explained as 'nets made of wreaths of wool' (for 
dressing the statues: cf. Herod. 4. 189), followed by an investigation of 
crciptva (sc. iJ.lana). Other instructive discussions which may be cited are 
concerned with unoPfivat, unoPatT]s;, unoPanKoi tpoxoi, 'wheels')( 
tp6X,ot, 'races', in connection with the games at the Panathenaea (IV); 
li~ovcs;)(KupPcts;; crKipov(-a) in connection with LKtpo<p6pta; TpnOJ.lT]Vis;)( 
Tpttoysvcta in connection with Athena (all VI. The Priestess); npoxapt
crti]pta, 'thanksgiving to open the year', L.S.)(npo-npos;-xatpT]ti]pta 
(VII); nuava in connection with Iluav6\jlta, Ilav6\jlta; npoT]p6crta 
(sc. 8uJ.la'ta or icpa) )(npoT]pocria (sc. 8ucria) (XIII). To this last (XIII) also 
belongs the obscure story of 'Apollo's arrow' connected with Abaris and 
the Hyperboreans. 

A word must be said about the extremely full documentation throughout. 
No source, however abstruse, which might be expected to throw light on 
the matter under consideration appears to have been overlooked. 
Mr. Conomis' commentary may well stand as the definitive account of its 
subject. It was a worth-while task and it has been performed with com
mendable thoroughness. 

Pietermaritzburg. A. PETRIE 

* * * 

Pope, Philip M.: Greek Love Poems translated from the Greek Anthology. 
(A. A. Balkema, Cape Town, 1962), pp. viii+ 117. No price stated. 

The Greek Anthology, and especially the Garland or Stephanos of Meleager 
contained in it, has tempted many translators, including such ill-assorted 
companions as Norman Douglas, Baron Corvo, the late G. B. Grundy and 
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